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Manuscripts & Folklife Archives 
Department of Library Special Collections 
Western Kentucky University 
Bowling Green, KY 42101-1092 
 
Descriptive Inventory 
 
FA 656 OHIO River Survey 
 
11 boxes.  349 folders.  1,910 items.  1847-1994.  
Originals, photocopies, cassette tapes, compact disc, negatives,  
slides, contact sheets, and photographs. 
 
SC2012.179.57 
 
The Kentucky Folklife Program received a grant in 1990 from the National Park Service, 
U.S. Department of the Interior, to document the material and expressive folk culture of five 
regions along the Ohio River.  Folklorists did a series of surveys in twenty-four counties of 
Kentucky and produced an archive of oral histories, field notes, photographs, and other 
documentation along with a series of public programs with local folk artists, traveling exhibits, 
and mini-festivals during the summer of 1991.  The Kentucky Heritage Council was a 
subgrantee on this project with the Kentucky Folklife Program, and they worked in collaboration 
with the Kentucky Oral History Commission, the Kentucky Historical Society, the Kentucky Arts 
Council, the University of Kentucky community college system, and local community planning 
groups to develop the surveys and the subsequent performance and interpretive programs.  The 
Ohio River Survey was proposed in order to add a folk arts component to the already existing 
“Always a River: The Ohio River and the American Experience,” partially funded by the National 
Endowment for the Humanities and developed through the Humanities Councils of Illinois, 
Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.   
 
 
COLLECTION NOTE 
 
 This collection consists of items documenting folklore related culture in Kentucky along 
the Ohio River.  It includes audio interviews on cassette tapes, tape logs, news clippings, grant 
information, field notes, forms, photographs and color slides.  The fieldworkers for this project 
included Linda Kinsey Adams, Christopher W. Antonsen, Laura Bennett, Beth C. Dempsey, 
Martha L. (Keiger) Griesheimer, Greg Hansen, Sara Jane McNulty, Rory Turner, and Kim Lady 
Smith.  Sheets of negatives are counted as a single item.  The collection does not include the 
taped interviews conducted by Beth Dempsey or Kim Lady Smith.   
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SHELF LIST 
 
BOX 1 Inventory, grant documentation and material 1847-1994 108 items 
 produced by Linda Adams 
 
Folder 1 Inventory  1 item 
 
Folder 2 Ohio River Survey – Project description, notes, articles,  1847-1991 45 items 
 brochures 
 
Folder 3 Ohio River Survey Planning Funds, NPS 21-89-40081-B 1990 7 items 
 
Folder 5 Ohio River Survey – Contact list n.d. 1 item 
 
Folder 5 Ohio River Survey – News clippings and programs 1989-1991 17 items 
 
Folder 6 Ohio River Survey – Grants  1994 9 items 
 
Folder 7 Linda Adams – Field notes, Volume I 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 8 Linda Adams – Field notes, Volume II 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 9 Linda Adams – Field notes, Volume III 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 10 Linda Adams – “The River as Symbolic Resource” final  1990 5 items 
 essay and field notes  
 
Folder 11 Linda Adams – Tape logs, OH0005LA.TAP through 1990 20 items 
 OH00031LA.TAP 
  
 
BOX 2 Material produced by Linda Adams 1990-1991 772 items 
 
Folder 1 Linda Adams – Tape logs OH00032LA.TAP through 1990-1991 22 items 
 OH00054LA.TAP 
 
Folder 2 Linda Adams – Tape logs OH00055LA.TAP through 1990 18 items 
 OH00072LA.TAP 
 
Folder 3 Linda Adams – Informant release forms and Informant 1990 7 items 
 data forms 
 
Folder 4 Linda Adams – Graphics and photo logs OH0001LA.BWP 1990 61 items 
 through OH 00021A.BWP 
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Folder 5 Linda Adams – Graphics and photo logs OH0022LA.BWP 1990 81 items 
 through OH0047LA.BWP 
 
Folder 6 Linda Adams – Color slides and logs OH0001LA.SLI 1990 231 items 
 through OH00019LA.SLI 
 
Folder 7 Linda Adams – Color slides and logs OH0020FA.SLI 1990 194 items 
 through OH0033FA.SLI 
 
Folder 8 Linda Adams – Color slides and logs OH0034LA.SLI 1990 132 items 
 through OH0047LA.SLI 
 
Folder 9 Linda Adams – Black and white photographs 1990 26 items 
 
 
BOX 3 Material produced by Sara J. McNulty, Laura 1990-1991 522 items 
 Bennett, Martha Griesheimer, Rory Turner, Christopher  
 Antonsen, Kim Smith 
 
Folder 1 Sara J. McNulty and Laura Bennett – Tape logs 1990 7 items 
 
Folder 2 Sara J. McNulty and Laura Bennett – Graphics and photo 1991 58 items 
 logs 
 
Folder 3 Sara J. McNulty – Informant release forms, Informant data 1991 24 items 
 forms, and fieldwork 
 
Folder 4 Laura Bennett – Black and white photographs 1990 9 items 
 
Folder 5 Martha Griesheimer – Summary, reports and tape index 1990 6 items 
 
Folder 6 Martha Griesheimer – Graphics and negatives 1990 26 items 
 
Folder 7 Martha Griesheimer – Color slides 1990 91 items 
 
Folder 8 Martha Griesheimer – Black and white photographs 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 9 Martha Griesheimer – Summary reports and correspondence 1990-1991 9 items 
 
Folder 10 Rory Turner – Field notes and tape logs 1990 54 items 
 
Folder 11 Rory Turner – Correspondence and notes 1990 7 items 
 
Folder 12 Rory Turner – Black and white slides 1990 23 items 
 
Folder 13 Rory Turner – Black and white photographs 1990 25 items 
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Folder 14 Christopher Antonsen – “The Ohio River Folklife Project:   1990-1991 47 items 
 Fieldwork Evaluation Union County to Breckinridge  
 County, Kentucky” – Tape logs and field notes  
 
Folder 15 Christopher Antonsen – “The Ohio River Folklife Project:   1990-1991 107 items 
 Fieldwork Evaluation Union County to Breckinridge  
 County, Kentucky” – Owensboro, graphics, slides and logs 
 
Folder 16 Christopher Antonsen – Black and white photographs 1990 13 items 
 
Folder 17 Kim Lady Smith – Portland Museum, Louisville, Kentucky 1991 12 items 
 
Folder 18 “Kentucky Waters:  The music of Debbie Tuggle” on n.d. 1 item 
 compact disc 
 
 
BOX 4 Informant release forms and tape logs 1990 200 items 
 
Folder 1 Informant data forms 1990 5 items 
 
Folder 2 Jim Adams – Goforth Community Center 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 3 Helen Attebury – Rock art 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 4 Cheryl Atwood and Gene Carter – Quilts  1990 3 items 
 
Folder 5 Carroll Banks – Lockmaster in McCracken County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 6 Bernie’s Briarhoppers Square Dance Group 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 7 Bluegrass Downs – Sounds of an evening of racing 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 8 Katherine Booker and Casandra Slone – Quilters  1990 2 items 
 
Folder 9 Lula Mason Branam – Mayslick Cannery and Quilts - Life 1990 3 items 
 history and quilts in Maysville 
 
Folder 10 Rita Brooks – Clogger  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 11 Elizabeth Bullington – Daviess County 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 12 Brandi Caldwell 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 13 La’Ketta Caldwell and Veronica and Helen Clark –  1990 7 items 
 Clapping songs in McCracken County 
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Folder 14 Guy Carawan 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 15 Cleo Wilson Carson – Blues piano, Daviess County and  1990 2 items 
 Ohio County 
 
Folder 16 Gene Carter – Quilts  1990 3 items 
 
Folder 17 Easie Cecil – Quilter  1990 3 items 
 
Folder 18 Eldon Ray Chambers – Oral history, Paducah  1990 7 items 
 
Folder 19 Betty Rose Champion – Beauty Shop in McCracken County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 20 J. R. Chandler – Ham, Daviess County 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 21 Richard Clos – Fisherman and boat builder 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 22 Rock Cropenbaker – History  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 23 Oscar Cross – Boys Club, race relations in Paducah 1990 5 items 
 
Folder 24 Timmy and Wanda Cummins – July 4th Picnic in 1990 4 items 
 Falmouth, service at Chapel of Praise Church 
 
Folder 25 Displaced Homemakers of Paducah, McCracken County –   1990 12 items 
 Mary Arnett, Doris Allene Brack, Nancy Puckett, Linda  
 Travis, Kate, Sheila, Marcy 
 
Folder 26 Sue Dodds – Scrunch art in McCracken County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 27 Doll making group – Geneva Wilson’s place in Lyon County, 1990 13 items 
 Hazel Adams, Kathy Pennell, Sharon Raes, and Carmon 
 Woodford 
 
Folder 28 Andrew C. Duke – Oral history of horses 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 29 Mary Louise “Hula” Duke – Kentucky preservation and  1990 1 item 
 tourism 
 
Folder 30 James Esche – Scuffletown Bottoms RESTRICTED 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 31 Victor and Violet Fender – Ross Resort 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 32 Ethel Foley – African American schools  1990 1 item 
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Folder 33 Michael M. Forbess – Occupational Folklore in Catlettsburg, 1990 2 items 
 River pilot 
 
Folder 34 Joseph M. “Joe” Ford – History of Daviess County  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 35  Harl Foreman – Old Hickory Bar-B-Q, Daviess County 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 36 Jack Foster – Hancock County 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 37 Fulks Sisters, Gladys Fulks O’Bryan, Euphama Fulks   1990 4 items 
 Jackson, Martha Fulks Hallman – Paducah 
 
Folder 38 Paul Fullenwider – Daviess County tobacco farming 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 39 Joe Gantley – Shoe and harness repair 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 40 Scott Garrett – McCracken County, Turner Publishing 1990 3 items 
 Company 
 
Folder 41 Goforth community music performance  1990 4 items 
 
Folder 42 Gospel Mission Church – Men’s cake baking contest,  1990 8 items 
 McCracken County – Terry Henderson, Barbara Magness,  
 Dixie Nichols, and Mona Vaughn 
 
Folder 43 Paul and Win Grace, Leela and Eleanor Grace, James and 1990 3 items 
 Marcie L. Malicote – Homeplace 1850, clogging 
 
Folder 44 Ruth Greenman – Quilting in McCracken County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 45 Eli Gregory – Daviess County, gravel 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 46 Robert H. “Bob” Gregory – Lewisport, Daviess County 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 47 Alvin Gruner – Catfish  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 48 James and Jeanne Haley – Models  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 49 Joy Harris with Alice Harris, Emily Newton, and Jill Harris –  1990 2 items 
 Daviess County 
 
Folder 50 James Hickey – Riverboat captain in McCracken County 1990 4 items 
 
Folder 51 Home Remedy – Anne Lough of Bluegrass group 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 52 Albert Horsely, Robert Mingus, Gene Carter – Fishing  1990 3 items 
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Folder 53 Ray Hurt 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 54 Marveline O. Jackson – River life  1990 2 items 
 
Folder 55 Paul Laurence Dunbar Jackson – Railroad  1990 4 items 
 
Folder 56 Carmella Jones – Quilting and stories in Livingston County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 57 Greg Jowaisas – Storyteller and musician 1990 7 items 
 
Folder 58 Johnnie Lakin – American Folksong Festival 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 59 Katie Laur – Bluegrass musician 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 60 Katie Lester – Soap maker 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 61 Beverly Hines Love – Quilting in McCracken County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 62 Charles Loyd – New York Yankee pitcher in McCracken  1990 3 items 
 County 
 
Folder 63 Lou Ester Manchester – Punchbowl story in McCracken  1990 4 items 
 County 
 
Folder 64 Pauline Matthews 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 65 Bob McCarthy 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 66 Ray Mofield 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 67 Lou Ann Murrah – Doll making group in Lyon County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 68 Brenda C. Muse – Maysville  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 69 Martha Louise Finke Oehler 1990 1 item 
 
 
BOX 5 Informant release forms and tape logs 1990-1992 99 items 
 
Folder 1 Ohio River Sweep in McCracken County – Sherri Irvan 1990 3 items 
  and Kristy Fish  
 
Folder 2 Joy Paris 1990 4 items 
 
Folder 3 Larry Purcell – Musseler in Livingston County 1990 3 items 
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Folder 4 Sheila Rawlins 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 5 Ray Ricketts 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 6 River Wives Support Group in Paducah – Melanie D.   1990 6 items 
 Halliman and Deborah Edwards 
 
Folder 7 John Edward Lever Robertson – Paducah  1990-1991 7 items 
 
Folder 8 Judy Roby – St. Pious Picnic, Daviess County 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 9 Gertrude Rueter 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 10 Ken Rueter 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 11 Don Sanders 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 12 George Sarakantsakis 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 13 Lenore Schumaker – Training show horses, Maysville 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 14 Steve Sisley 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 15 Sharon Stai – Catlettsburg  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 16 Nathaniel M. “Nat” Stanley – Daviess County 1990 4 items 
 
Folder 17 Thomas Stevenson – Daviess County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 18 Geneva Sutterwhite 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 19 Louis Sutton 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 20 Mary Lea Terrell – Tobacco farming in Barlow, Ballard 1990 3 items 
 County 
 
Folder 21 Patsy Terrell – Tobacco farming in Barlow, Ballard County 1990 6 items 
 
Folder 22 Edison “Big Ed” Thompson 1992 2 items 
 
Folder 23 Danny and Donna Tinsley – Commercial fishermen at Tolu 1990 6 items 
 
Folder 24 Keith Todd – Tolu stories, Crittenden County 1990 3 items 
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Folder 25 Tolu Grocery, Crittenden County – Rudell Jacobs, Eldo  1990 8 items 
 Todd and Noble Wright 
 
Folder 26 Bertha Wenzel – McCracken County 1990 6 items 
 
Folder 27 Western Baptist Hospital Health Fair – J. P. Bachuss and 1990 4 items 
 Sandra Beech  
 
Folder 28 Ronald M. “Ron” Westphal 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 29 Barbara Wheeler – Log Cabin, family history, Marion County 1990 3 items 
 
Folder 30 Roger Wilson – Ross Resort 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 31 Marcella “Marcy” Wood 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 32 Henrietta Yates – Oral history, Maysville 1990 2 items 
 
Folder 33 Isabelle Yellig 1990 4 items 
 
 
BOX 6 Linda Kinsey Adams – Interviews 1990 36 items 
 
Folder 1 Skit by “Champions Against Drugs“ (high school group) at 1990 1 item 
 Western Baptist Hospital Health Fair, Paducah, Kentucky – 
 Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 2 Folk singer Sandra Beech at Western Baptist Hospital  1990 1 item 
 Health Fair, Paducah (Tilghman High School) –  
 Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 3 Puppet show about drugs at Western Baptist Hospital Health  1990 1 item 
 Fair at Tilghman High School grounds in Paducah,  
 Kentucky – Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 4 Singer J. P. Bachuss at Western Baptist Hospital Health Fair,  1990 1 item 
 Paducah, Kentucky at Tilghman High School – Recorded by  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 5 Brief interview with Fulks sisters at Newby Cemetery in Land  1990 1 item 
 Between the Lakes; moonshining stories – Interviewer  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 6 Interview with Eldon Chambers at Newby Cemetery in Land  1990 1 item 
 Between the Lakes, Lifestyle of region, “Haint” stories –  
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
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Folder 7 Continuation of Eldon Chambers interview at Newby  1990 1 item 
 Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes – Interviewer Linda  
 Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 8 Follow-up interview with Eldon Chambers at his home in 1990 1 item 
 West Paducah, Kentucky – Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 9 Continuation of follow-up interview with Eldon Chambers at 1990 1 item 
 his home in West Paducah – Interviewer Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 10 Ray Mofield of Benton speaking about shape-note singing to 1990 1 item 
 Kentucky Historical Society tourists at Kentucky Dam  
 Village – Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 11 Continuation of Ray Mofield of Benton on shape-note singing 1990 1 item 
 before Kentucky Historical Society tourists at Kentucky Dam 
 Village, Southern Harmony – Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 12 Bertha Wenzel of Paducah, Kentucky, performing river songs 1990 1 item 
 at Four Rivers Folk Festival at Homeplace 1850 – Recorded  
 by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 13 Bluegrass music group Home Remedy of Western Kentucky  1990 1 item 
 performing at Four Rivers Folk Festival at Homeplace 1850 –  
 Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 14 Greg Jowaisas of Covington, Kentucky, leading folk dancing 1990 1 item 
 at Homeplace 1850 during Four Rivers Folk Festival –  
 Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 15 Continuation of Greg Jowaisas leading folk dancing at  1990 1 item 
 Homeplace 1850 during Four Rivers Folk Festival –  
 Recorded by Linda Kinser Adams 
 
Folder 16 Marcie L. Malicote, Leela Grace and Eleanor Grace teaching 1990 1 item 
 clogging at Four Rivers Folk Festival – Recorded by Linda 
 Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 17 Greg Jowaisas of Covington, Kentucky, tells stories; Ron  1990 1 item 
 Westphal tells “Jack” tales at Four Rivers Folk Festival –  
 Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
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Folder 18 Ramblin’ Ray Ricketts tells stories and teaches saw-playing 1990 1 item 
 at Four Rivers Folk Festival at Homeplace 1850 – Recorded  
 by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 19 Professor John E. L. Robertson of Paducah Community  1990 1 item 
 College tells history of Paducah, Kentucky (1st session) –  
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 20 Professor John E. L. Robertson of Paducah Community  1990 1 item 
 College tells history of Paducah, Kentucky (2nd session) –  
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 21 Professor John E. L. Robertson of Paducah Community  1990 1 item 
 College tells history of Paducah, Kentucky (3rd session) –  
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 22 The sounds of an evening of horse racing at Bluegrass  1990 1 item 
 Downs at Paducah, Kentucky – Recorded by Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 23 Continuation of the sounds of an evening of horse racing at  1990 1 item 
 Bluegrass Downs at Paducah, Kentucky – Recorded by  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 24 Sherri Irvan, Jaycees president, and Kristy Fish tell about 1990 1 item 
 Ohio River Sweep at Paducah, Kentucky.  (This is short.) – 
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 25 Joy Paris of Paducah, Kentucky, talks about dolls, quilts, and 1990 1 item 
 jewelry that she makes in her home – Interviewer Linda  
 Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 26 Sales representative Charles Loyd, former New York  1900 1 item 
 Yankees pitcher, on East versus West Kentuckian at Betty  
 Rose Beauty Shop in Paducah, Kentucky – Interviewer  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 27 Betty Rose Champion of Paducah, Kentucky, gives the  1990 1 item 
 History of her life and her business, Betty Rose Beauty 
 Shop – Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 28 Keith Todd of Paducah, Kentucky, shares lore and tells how 1990 1 item 
 Tolu, Kentucky, got its name, and quotes from journal.  His  
 father was an agricultural agent.  Includes an Ivrin Cobb  
 anecdote.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
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Folder 29 Brother Terry Henderson preaches at Gospel Mission  1990 1 item 
 Baptist Church at Paducah, Kentucky.  Includes 6 baptisms  
 at conclusion.  Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 30 Men’s cake baking contest at Gospel Mission Baptist Church  1990 1 item 
 at Paducah, Kentucky.  The announcer is Mona Vaughn  
 and Barbara Magness.  Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 31 Founders Mona Vaughn and Barbara Magness discuss  1990 1 item 
 men’s cake-baking contest at Gospel Mission Baptist  
 Church in Paducah, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 32 Dixie Nichols of Paducah, Kentucky, talks about men’s  1990 1 item 
 cake-baking contest at Gospel Mission Baptist Church.  
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 33 Porcelain Doll Society of Eddyville, Kentucky.  Women  1990 1 item 
 talking as they work on their dolls at Geneva Wilson’s shop.   
 Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 34 Interviews with doll-making students, Hazel Adams, Kathy  1990 1 item 
 Pennell, Sharon Raes, and Carmon Woodford, at Geneva  
 Wilson’s shop, Eddyville, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda  
 Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 35 Lou Ann Murrah of Nortonville, Kentucky, talks about doll- 1990 1 item 
 making and her own shop.  At shop of her aunt, Geneva  
 Wilson of Eddyville, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 36 Geneva Wilson, doll-maker whose shop is in woods near  1990 1 item 
 Eddyville, Kentucky.  Interview Linda Kinsey Adams 
  
 
BOX 7 Linda Kinsey Adams and Beth C. Dempsey – Interviews 1990 36 items 
 
Folder 1 Carmella Jones of Paducah, Kentucky, tells jokes and talks  1990 1 item 
 about quilting.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 2 Sue Dodds of Paducah, Kentucky, talks about how she  1990 1 item 
 makes jewelry in her kitchen and quilting.  Interview Linda  
 Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 3 Displaced Homemakers of Paducah, Kentucky, interviewed  1990 1 item 
 by Beth Dempsey and Linda Adams 
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Folder 4 Continuation of Displaced Homemakers’ discussion in  1990 1 item 
 Paducah, Kentucky. Interviewers Beth Dempsey and  
 Linda Kinsey Adams.  Recorded by Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 5 La-Ketta Caldwell, Veronica Clark and Brandi Caldwell 1990 1 item  
 perform clapping songs in West Paducah, Kentucky.   
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 6 Second group of Displaced Homemakers at Paducah  1990 1 item 
 Community College in Paducah, Kentucky.  Interviewer  
 Beth Dempsey 
 
Folder 7 Continuation of second group of Displaced Homemakers at  1990 1 item 
 Paducah Community College, Paducah, Kentucky.   
 Interviewer Beth Dempsey and Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 8 Lou Esther Manchester of Paducah, Kentucky, on her role in  1990 1 item 
 getting punchbowl returned from gunboat Paducah.   
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 9 Continuation of interview with Lou Esther Manchester of  1990 1 item 
 Paducah, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 10 Ruth Greenman of Paducah, Kentucky, on her quilting.   1990 1 item 
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 11 Helen Attebury of Paducah, Kentucky, on her rock art.   1990 1 item 
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 12 James Hickey, retired riverboat pilot and captain, of  1990 1 item 
 Paducah, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams.   
 
Folder 13 Continuation of interview with retired riverboat captain  1990 1 item 
 James Hickey of Paducah, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda  
 Kinsey Adams 
  
Folder 14 Carroll Banks, lockmaster at Smithland Lock and Dam.  He  1990 1 item 
 resides in Paducah, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 15 Bertha Wenzel of Paducah, Kentucky, on her family history  1990 1 item 
 and on river songs collected by her aunt, Mary Wheeler.   
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
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Folder 16 Continuation of interview with Bertha Wenzel of Paducah,  1990 1 item 
 Kentucky, on river songs collected by her aunt, Mary  
 Wheeler.  Interview Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 17 Larry Purcell of Grand Rivers, Kentucky, musseler on the  1990 1 item 
 Ohio River.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 18 Scott Garrett, editor and historian of Turner Publishing  1990 1 item 
 Company of Paducah, Kentucky.  Interview Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 19 Patsy Terrell, Ballard County native, on genealogy, tobacco  1990 1 item 
 farming, and life in the Barlow, Kentucky area.  Interviewer  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 20 Continuation of interview with Patsy Terrell, Ballard County  1990 1 item 
 native, on life in the Barlow, Kentucky, area.  Interviewer  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 21 Third tape in continuation of interview with Patsy Terrell,  1990 1 item 
 Ballard County native, on life at Barlow, Kentucky.   
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
  
Folder 22 Fourth and final tape in continuation of interview with Patsy  1990  1 item 
 Terrell, native of Ballard County, Kentucky.  Interviewer  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 23 Mary Lea Terrell of Ballard County on wart cures, family  1990 1 item 
 stories, and tobacco farming near Barlow, Kentucky.   
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 24 Melanie Halliman and Debbie Edwards of Paducah,  1990  1 item 
 Kentucky, on River Wives Support Group.  Interviewer  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 25 Continuation of interview with Melanie Halliman and Debbie  1990 1 item 
 Edwards of River Wives Support Group, Paducah,  
 Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 26 Eldo Todd and Rudell Jacobs at Tolu Grocery at Tolu in  1990 1 item 
 Crittenden County, Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 27 Noble Wright at Tolu Grocery at Tolu in Crittenden County, 1990 1 item 
 Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
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Folder 28 Danny and Donna Tinsley, commercial fishermen at Tolu,  1990 1 item 
 Kentucky, in Crittenden County.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey   
 Adams 
 
Folder 29 Conclusion of interview with Danny and Donna Tinsley,  1990 1 item 
 commercial fishermen at Tolu in Crittenden County,  
 Kentucky.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 30 Barbara Wheeler of Marion, Kentucky, on her restored log  1990  1 item 
 cabin, on family history, and on art of drying flowers.   
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 31 Professor John E. L. Robertson of Paducah Community  1990 1 item 
 College on the legend of Columbus, Kentucky, as potential  
 national capitol.  Inteviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 32 Oscar Cross of Paducah, Kentucky, on trials of forming the  1990  1 item 
 first Boys Club, on race relations, and on religion.   
 Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 33 Second tape in continuation of interview with Oscar Cross of  1990 1 item 
 Paducah, Kentucky, on Boys Club, race relations, and  
 religion.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 34 Third and final tape in interview with Oscar Cross of  1990 1 item 
 Paducah, Kentucky, on Boys Club, race relations, and  
 religion.  Interviewer Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
Folder 35 Beverly Love of Love’s Fabrics in Paducah, Kentucky, on  1990 1 item 
 quilting and on her family history.  Interview Linda Kinsey  
 Adams 
 
Folder 36 Continuation of interview with Beverly Love of Paducah,  1990 1 item 
 Kentucky, on quilting and on her family history.  Interviewer  
 Linda Kinsey Adams 
 
 
BOX 8 Martha L. (Keiger) Griesheimer – Interviews 1990 36 items 
 
Folder 1 Interview with Sharon Stai of The Boat Store, Catlettsburg,  1990 1 item 
 Kentucky at American Folk Song Festival in Ashland,  
 Kentucky 
 
Folder 2 Interview with Johnelle Lakin regarding The American Folk  1990 1 item 
 Song Festival in Ashland, Kentucky 
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Folder 3 Interview with Brenda C. Muse, Director of Simon Kenton  1990 1 item 
 and Royal Edition Clogging Teams, Maysville, Kentucky 
 
Folder 4 Interview with Michael M. Forbess, River Pilot and son of  1990 1 item 
 The Boat Store’s original owners.  Ashland Kentucky 
 
Folder 5 Interview with Michael M. Forbess, River Pilot and son of  1990 1 item 
 The Boat Store’s original owners.  Ashland Kentucky 
 
Folder 6 Interview with Henrietta Yates in Maysville, Kentucky,  1990 1 item 
 conducted by Martha Griesheimer 
 
Folder 7 Interview with Henrietta Yates in Maysville, Kentucky,  1990 1 item 
 conducted by Martha Griesheimer 
 
Folder 8 Interview with Lula Mason Braham, life history and quilts.   1990 1 item 
 Maysville, Kentucky 
 
Folder 9 Interview with Lula Mason Braham continued, life history,   1990 1 item 
 quilts.  Maysville, Kentucky 
 
Folder 10 Interview with Lenore Schumaker training show horses in  1990 1 item 
 Mason County, Kentucky. 
 
Folder 11 Interview with Lenore Schumaker training show horses in  1990 1 item 
 Mason County, Kentucky. 
 
Folder 12 Interview with George Vaughn, Director of Bethel Baptist  1990 1 item 
 Choirs, Black Gospel Music, Maysville, Kentucky 
 
Folder 13 Interview 2 with Lula Mason Branam, Mayslick Cannery,  1990 1 item 
 quilts, Maysville, Kentucky 
 
Folder 14 Oral history interview with Andrew C. Duke, horses in Mason  1990 1 item 
 County.  Maysville, Kentucky  
 
Folder 15 Interview with Mary Louise “Hula” Duke.  History of Augusta,  1990 1 item 
 Kentucky preservation and tourism, and Derby Parties in  
 Mason County, Kentucky.   
 
Folder 16 Oral history interview with Mrs. Ethel Foley, Black schools in  1990 1 item 
 Mason County, Kentucky 
 
Folder 17 Oral history interview with Ana Teegarden, Maysville,  1990 1 item 
 Kentucky  
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Folder 18  Interview with Judy Dickson at the Magee Bakery in  1990 1 item 
 Maysville, Kentucky.  History and traditions 
 
Folder 19 Interview with Annadeene and J. P. Fraley.  Traditional  1990 1 item 
 music of northeast Kentucky.  Oral history.   
 
Folder 20 Interview with Annadeene and J. P. Fraley.  Traditional  1990 1 item 
 music of northeast Kentucky.  Oral history.   
 
Folder 21 Interview with Don and Suzanne Childers.  Oral history,  1990 1 item 
 World War II and railroads.  Occupational lore.   
 
Folder 22 Interview with Don and Suzanne Childers.  Oral history,  1990 1 item 
 World War II and railroads, Boyd County.  Occupational lore.   
 
Folder 23 Interview with Dwight Cropper, South Portsmouth.   1990 1 item 
 Woodworker/instrument maker.   
 
Folder 24 Interview with Dwight Cropper, South Portsmouth.   1990 1 item 
 Woodworker/instrument maker.   
 
Folder 25 Interview with Joe Gantley, shoe and harness repairman.   1990 1 item 
 Oral history and occupational lore.  Maysville, Kentucky 
 
Folder 26 Interview with Harry Hord at the Ruggles Camp Meeting,  1990 1 item 
 Lewis County, Kentucky.  Oral history.   
 
Folder 27 Interview with Horace Botkins in Maysville, Kentucky.   1990 1 item 
 Towboat groceries, oral history and occupational lore.  
 
Folder 28 Interview with Robert Drake of Crounse Corporation,  1990 1 item 
 Maysville, Kentucky.  Towboat and barge lore –  
 occupational.  
 
Folder 29 Interview with Joyce Woods, Greenup, Kentucky.  Gospel  1990 1 item 
 music – song. 
 
Folder 30 Interview with Marie Kephart of Ashland, Kentucky.  Life  1990 1 item 
 history and oral history of Sewing Guild at Calvary  
 Episcopal Church.   
 
Folder 31 Interview with John and Mary Lozier of South Portsmouth,  1990 1 item 
 Greenup County.  Traditional folklife, various.   
 
Folder 32 Interview with John and Mary Lozier of South Portsmouth,  1990 1 item 
 Greenup County.  Traditional folklife, various.   
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Folder 33 Interview with Louis Mason of Mason County.  Occupational  1990 1 item 
 lore – use of draft horses, tobacco.   
 
Folder 34 Interview with Clarence Moore in Maysville, Kentucky.  Oral  1990 1 item 
 history of Maysville Community Band(s).   
 
Folder 35 Interview with Bert and Betty Garvin, Flatwoods, Kentucky.   1990 1 item 
 Traditional music, banjo, gospel, square dance. 
 
Folder 36 Segment of Saturday evening service, Ruggles Camp  1990 1 item 
 Meeting, Tollesboro, Kentucky, Lewis County.   
 
 
BOX 9 Christopher Antonsen, Glenna Metcalfe, Rory Turner – 1990-1991 34 items 
  Interviews 
 
Folder 1 Joseph M. Ford by Chris Antonsen.  Owensboro life. 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 2 J. R. Chandler, Froehlich Country Ham interview and tour of 1990 1 item 
 curing operation.  Interview by Christopher Antonsen.  
 
Folder 3 Judy Roby, Burgoo – St. Pius Tenth Picnic Burgoo and  1990 1 item 
 Parish Annual BBQ.  Interview by Christopher Antonsen. 
 
Folder 4 Harl Foreman, Old Hickory BBQ, Family business.   1990 1 item 
 Interview by Christopher Antonsen. 
 
Folder 5 Nat Stanley.  Life near “Scuffletown Bottoms.”  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Christopher Antonsen. 
 
Folder 6 Jack Foster.  Hancock County history and informants.   1990 1 item 
 Interview by Christopher Antonsen.   
 
Folder 7 Thomas Stevenson.  Experience on tow boats.  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Christopher Antonsen.   
 
Folder 8 Thomas Stevenson.  Experience on tow boats.  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Christopher Antonsen.   
 
Folder 9 Mona R. Hay.  Living along the Ohio River.  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Glenna Metcalfe. 
 
Folder 10 James Esche.  Scuffletown/Bottoms area.  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Christopher Antonsen.  RESTRICTED 
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Folder 11 James Esche.  Scuffletown/Bottoms area.  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Christopher Antonsen.  RESTRICTED 
 
Folder 12 Rose Pell Henderson.  Lewisport and family life.  Interview  1990 1 item 
 by Christopher Antonsen.   
 
Folder 13 Rose Pell Henderson.  Lewisport and family life.  Interview  1990 1 item 
 by Christopher Antonsen.   
 
Folder 14 Bob Gregory.  Interview of Lewisport history.  Interview by 1990 1 item 
 Glenna Metcalfe 
 
Folder 15 Eli Gregory.  Life in Lewisport on Ohio River.  Interview by 1990 1 item 
 Glenna Metcalfe 
 
Folder 16 Paul Fullenwider.  Tobacco farming.  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Christopher Antonsen 
 
Folder 17 Greg Jowaisas.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 18 Greg Jowaisas.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990  1 item 
 
Folder 19 Gertrude Rueter on quilt making.  Interview by Rory Turner.  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 20 Rork Cropenbaker.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 21 Faye Massey.  Covington, Kentucky.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 22 James and Jeanne Haley.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 23 Timmy and Wanda Cummins.  Falmouth, Kentucky.   1990 1 item 
 Interview by Rory Turner 
 
Folder 24 Hebron Masonic Friday Jam.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
  Turner 
 
Folder 25 Hebron Masonic Friday Jam.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 26 Timmy Cummins July 4th Picnic.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 27 Timmy Cummins July 4th Picnic.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory  1990 1 item 
 
Folder 28 Hebron Masonic Friday Jam.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
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Folder 29 Hebron Masonic Friday Jam.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 30 Hebron Masonic Friday Jam.  Tape 3.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 31 Hebron Masonic Friday Jam.  Tape 4.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 32 Katie Laur.  Bluegrass musician.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 33 Katie Laur.  Bluegrass musician.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory 1990 2 items 
 Turner 
 
Folder 34 Martha Finke Oehler.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
 
BOX 10 Rory Turner – Interviews 1990-1991 34 items 
  
Folder 1 Goforth.  Tape of Country and Western square dance  1990 1 item 
 music.  Interview by Rory Turner 
 
Folder 2 Chapel of Praise Church in Falmouth.  Interview by Rory  1990 1 item 
 Turner.   
 
Folder 3 George Sarakantsakis.  Interview by Rory Turner.   1990 1 item 
 
Folder 4 Louis Sutton.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 5 Louis Sutton.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 6 Ray Hurt.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 7 Ray Hurt.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 8 Katie Lester.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 9 Ken Reuter.  Miniatures and collectibles.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 10 Geneva Sutterwhite.  Quilter.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 11 Roger Wilson.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
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Folder 12 Don Saunders.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 13 Don Saunders.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 14 9th Street Baptist Church.  Tape 1.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 15 9th Street Baptist Church.  Tape 2.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 16 Richard Clos.  Hand fishing and boat building.  Interview by  1990 1 item 
 Rory Turner 
 
Folder 17 Jim Adams.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 18 Bill Finke.  Interview by Rory Turner. 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 19 Fenders interview by Rory Turner 1990  1 item 
 
Folder 20 Fenders interview by Rory Turner 1990  1 item 
 
Folder 21 Goforth by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 22 Goforth by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 23  Goforth by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 24 Rita Brooks.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 25 Bob McCarthy.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 26  Bob McCarthy.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 27  Bob McCarthy.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 28 Carl Mullikin.  Interview by Rory Turner 1990 1 item 
 
Folder 29 Bernie’s Briarhoppers Square Dance Group by Rory Turner 1990  1 item 
 
Folder 30 Louis Sutton.  Folklife of the Ohio River.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 31 Don Saunders.  Folklife of the Ohio River.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
 
Folder 32  Don Saunders.  Folklife of the Ohio River.  Interview by Rory 1990 1 item 
 Turner 
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Folder 33 Ervin Leroy Chambers and Evelyn MacCain.  Ohio River  1991 1 item 
 Always a River.  Evansville, Indiana.  Interview by Sara J.  
 McNulty.   
 
Folder 34 Ervin Leroy Chambers and Evelyn MacCain.  Ohio River  1991 1 item 
 Always a River.  Evansville, Indiana.  Interview by Sara J.  
 McNulty.   
 
 
BOX 11 Sara J. McNulty, Greg Hansen – Interviews 1985-1991 33 items 
 
Folder 1 Paul M. Jackson.  Ohio River Always a River.  Owensboro, 1991 1 item 
 Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 2 Paul M. Jackson.  Ohio River Always a River.  Owensboro, 1991 1 item 
 Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 3 Paul M. Jackson and Lawrence Dunbar.  Ohio River Always 1991 1 item 
 a River.  Owensboro, Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J.  
 McNulty. 
 
Folder 4 Marveline Jackson.  Ohio River Always a River.  Owensboro, 1991 1 item 
 Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 5 Steve Sisley.  Turtle soup.  Ohio River Always a River.   1991 1 item 
 Interview by Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 6 Katherine Booker.  Quilts, Stanley, Kentucky.  Casandra  1991 1 item 
 Slone. Ohio River Always a River.  Interview by Sara J.  
 McNulty. 
 
Folder 7 Isabelle Yellig.  Turtle soup and quilts.  Mariah Hill, Indiana.   1991 1 item 
 Ohio River Always a River.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 8  Isabelle Yellig.  Turtle soup and quilts.  Mariah Hill, Indiana.   1991 1 item 
 Ohio River Always a River.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 9 Robert and Antoinette Gogel.  Velma Guundhoefer.  Julietta 1991 1 item 
 Keller.  Turtle soup.  Ohio River Always a River.  Mariah  
 Hills, Indiana.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 10 Gene Carter.  Quilts.  Cloverport, Kentucky.  Interview by  1991 1 item 
 Sara J. McNulty.  
 
Folder 11 Easie Cecil.  Casandra Slone.  Quilting.  Ohio River Always a 1991 1 item 
 River.  West Louisville, Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J.  
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 McNulty. 
 
Folder 12 Cheryl Robinson Atwood.  Gene Carter.  Quilts.  Ohio River 1991 1 item 
 Always a River.  Cloverport, Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J.  
 McNulty. 
 
Folder 13 Jerry Carver.  Gene Carter.  Musseling, fishing, etc.  Ohio  1991 1 item 
 River Always a River.  Cloverport, Kentucky.  Interview by   
 Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 14 Albert Horsely.  Robert Mingus.  Gene Carter.  Button  1991 1 item 
 Factory, fishing, boat work.  Ohio River Always a River.   
 Cloverport, Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty. 
 
Folder 15 Nora Edge.  Hester Phelps.  Edwinna Neel.  Quilting.   1991 1 item 
 Whitesville, Kentucky. Interview by Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 16 Jerry Carver.  Mussels, river related employment.  Ohio  1991 1 item 
 River Always a River.  Cloverport, Kentucky.  Laura  
 Bennett, Photographer.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 17 Albert Horsely.  Ohio River Always a River.  Cloverport,  1991 1 item 
 Kentucky.  Laura Bennett, Photographer.  Interview by  
 Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 18 Gladys Brumfield.  Pauline Matthews.  Quilting.  Union Star, 1991 1 item 
 Kentucky.  Laura Bennett, Photographer.  Interview by 
 Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 19 Marie Beyke.  Casandra Slone.  Quilter.  Whitesville,  1991 1 item 
 Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 20 Ken and Brad Hutchins.  Musseling.  Ohio River Always a  1991 1 item 
 River.  Owensboro, Kentucky.  Laura Bennett.  Interview  
 By Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 21 Ken and Brad Hutchins.  KFLP.  Mussel shelling.   1991 1 item 
 Owensboro, Kentucky.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 22 Betty Riney.  Scuffletown.  Owensboro, Kentucky.  Interview 1991 1 item 
 by Sara J. McNulty.   
 
Folder 23 Grace Bandy.  Interview by Sara J. McNulty 1991 1 item 
 
Folder 24 Lexi Leonard.  Commercial fishing.  Interview by Greg  1985 1 item 
 Hansen. 
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Folder 25 Narrative Stage “Woodcarving.”  Ohio River Folklife Festival,  1991 1 item 
 Henderson, Kentucky.   
 
Folder 26 Narrative Stage “Waterways.”  Occupational folklore.   n.d. 1 item 
 Festival at Paducah, Kentucky.  NEA & KHC 
 
Folder 27 Ohio River Survey Evaluation Meeting.  Tape 1 n.d. 1 item 
 
Folder 28 Ohio River Survey Evaluation Meeting.  Tape 2 n.d. 1 item 
 
Folder 29 Ohio River Survey Evaluation Meeting.  Tape 3 n.d. 1 item 
 
Folder 30 Ohio River Survey Evaluation Meeting.  Tape 4 n.d. 1 item 
 
Folder 31 Ohio River Survey Evaluation Meeting.  Tape 5 n.d. 1 item 
 
Folder 32 Copy Kentucky-Ohio River Sample.  Working on the River II, 1991 1 item 
 Paducah, Kentucky 
 
Folder 33 Al Reisz.  Henderson, Kentucky 1991 1 item 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
FA OHIO River Survey    1847-1994 
656 
  Kentucky Folklife Program project titled: “Ohio  
River Survey,” which includes interviews, tape logs,  
photographs and other documentation of folklife along  
the Ohio River in Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.   
Interviews may include a description of belief,  
traditional occupation, practice, craft, or tool, informant’s  
name, age, birth date, and address.   
  11 boxes.  349 folders.  1,910 items.  Originals,  
photocopies, cassette tapes, cd, negatives, slides, contact  
sheets, and photographs.     
SC2012.179.57 
 
 
SUBJECT ANALYTICS 
 
9th Street Baptist Church – Covington  B10,F14-15  
Adams, Billy (Collector) B1,F11; B2,F1-2,4-8 
Adams, Hazel, b 1927 (Informant)   B2,F1,6; B4,F27; B6,F34 
Adams, Jim (Informant) B4,F2; B10,F17 
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Adams, Linda Kinsey, b. 1949 (Interviewer) B1,F7-11; B2; B4,F3,5,7,12-14,18-19,23, 
25-27,37,40,42-44,46,50,52,56-57,61-63,66-67; B5,F1-4,6,20-21,23,24-26-29; B6; B7 
African Americans  B2,F2,5,8; B3,F1; B4,F23,32,54-55; B5,F3,7,32; B8,F12,16 
Alexander, John (Informant) B3,F2 
American Commercial Barge Lines – Relating to  B3,F17 
American Folk Song Festival  B5,F38; B8,F1-2 
American Quilters’ Society – Paducah  B2,F4 
Amin, Billie Jo (Informant)  B3,F17 
Ammons, Libby (Informant) B2,F3 
Amonett, Juanita (Informant) B2,F6 
Anecdotes B4,F14; B8,F8-9,30 
Animals B1,F11; B2,F6,8; B3,F2,6; B4,F32; B8,F10-11,14,33 
Antonsen, Christopher W. (Interviewer)  B3,F13-16; B4,F15,20,30,34-36,38,49;  
B5,F8,16-17;  B9,F1-8,10-13 
Architecture  B3,F2,6 
Architecture – Golconda, Illinois B2,F5 
Architecture – Paducah B2,F4-7,9 
Arnett, Mary, b. 1949 (Informant) B2,F1; B4,F25; B7,F6-7 
Ashland – Relating to  B3,F7; B5,F38; B8,F1-2,30 
Attebury, Helen M., b. 1937 (Informant) B2,F1,5; B4,F3; B7,F11 
Atwood, Cheryl (Robinson), b. 1955 (Informant)  B4,F4; B11,F12 
Augusta – Relating to  B4,F29; B8,F15  
Bachuss, J. P. (Informant)  B5,F27; B6,F4 
Bakeries – Maysville  B8,F18 
Ballard County – Relating to  B2,F2,5; B5,F20-21; B7,F19-23 
Bands  B8,F34 
Bandy, Grace Behen (Informant) B3,F3; B11,F23 
Banjos B8,F35 
Banks, Carroll, b. 1944 (Informant) B2,F5; B4,F5; B7,F14 
Baptisms B1,F11; B4,F42; B6,F29 
Barbecues  B3,F2; B4,F35; B5,F32; B9,F3-4 
Barges  B3,F6,17; B8,F28 
Barlow – Relating to  B2,F2,8; B5,F20-21; B7,F19-23 
Barns  B2,F8; B3,F6 
Baseball  B4,F62; B6,F26 
Beauty shops – McCracken County B2,F2,5; B4,F19; B5,F11; B6,F26-27 
Beech, Sandra (Informant)  B2,F4; B5,F27; B6,F2 
Beliefs, proverbs, superstitions  B5,F43, B7,F23 
Bennett, Laura (Photographer) B3,F1-2, B11,F16-17,20 
Bennett, Virginia, b. 1924 (Informant)  B4,F1 
Benton – Relating to  B6,F10-11 
Bernie’s Briarhoppers Square Dance Group B4,F6; B10,F29 
Bethel Baptist Church – Maysville   B3,F7; B8,F12 
Betty Rose Beauty Shop – Paducah  B2,F2,5; B4,F19,62; B5,F11,20; B6,F26-27 
Beyke, Marie (Informant) B2,F3; B11,F19 
Bluegrass Downs – Paducah  B1,F11; B2,F4; B4,F7; B6,F22-23 
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Bluegrass Thoroughbreds – Clogging – Relating to   B4,F43 
Bluegrass music  B1,F11; B2,F6; B4,F59B6,F13; B9,F32-33 
Boat Store, The – Catlettsburg  B3,F7; B4,F33; B5,F15; B8,F1,4-5 
Boats  B2,F1,4-9; B3,F6-8; B4,F4,21,33,48,51,65; B5,F15,17; B8,F1,4-5,27-28; B10,F16; 
B11,F14 
Bogardus, Carl P., Sr., b. 1906 (Informant)   B4,F1 
Booker, Katherine, b. 1921 (Informant)       B4,F8; B11,F6 
Botkins, Horace (Informant) B8,F27 
Boyd County  B8,F21-22 
Boyd, Pearl (Informant) B2,F3 
Boys Club – Paducah  B2,F2,8; B4,F23; B7,F32-34 
Brack, Doris Allene, b. 1938 (Informant)   B4,F25 
Branam, Lula Mason, b. 1912 (Informant) B3,F17; B4,F9; B8,F8-9,13 
Breckinridge County Quilters B3,F2 
Brock, Allene (Informant)       B2,F1; B7,F6-7 
Brooks, Rita, b. 1946 (Informant) B4,F10; B10,F24 
Broom making B5,F19 
Brumfield, Gladys (Informant) B3,F2-3; B11,F18 
Bullington, Elizabeth (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F11 
Burgoo B5,F8; B9,F3 
Button factories B11,F14 
Caldwell, Brandi, b. 1983 (Informant)       B2, F5; B4,F12; B7,F5 
Caldwell, La-Ketta, b. 1976 (Informant)       B2,F1,5,7; B4,F13; B7,F5 
Calvary Episcopal Church – Ashland  B3,F7; B8,F30 
Camp meetings B3,F6,8; B8,F26,36 
Cannelton, IN – Relating to  B4,F49 
Canneries  B4,F14; B8,F8-9,13 
Carrier, Jerry (Informant) B  
Capitals (Cities) B5,F7; B7,F31 
Carawan, Guy, b. 1927 (Informant)  B4,F14 
Carson, Cleo Wilton (Informant) B3,F14; B4,F15 
Carter, Gene Goodloe, b. 1925 (Informant) B4,F4,16,52,64; B11,F10,12-14 
Carver, Jerry (Informant)  B3,F2-3; B11,F13,16 
Carvings B3,F2,4 
Catlettsburg – Relating to    B3,F7; B4,F33; B5,F15; B8,1,4-5 
Cecil, Easie, b. 1930 (Informant)  B4,F17; B11,F11 
Cemeteries   B1,F11; B2,F4,8; B4,F18,37; B3,F2; B6,F5-7 
Ceramics B2,F1; B4,F67; B6,F35 
Chambers, Eldon “Ray,” b. 1915 (Informant) F1 F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F18; B6,F6-9 
Chambers, Ervin Leroy (Informant) B3,F1,3; B10,F33-34 
Champion, Betty Rose (Informant) B2,F4,6; B4,F19;,62 B5,F11; B6,F227 
Champion, W. T. “Dub” (Informant) B2,F6 
Champions Against Drugs   B2,F4 
Chandler, J. R. (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F20; B9,F2 
Chapel of Praise Church – Falmouth  B4,F24; B5,F20; B10,F2 
Chief Paduke – Relating to  B2,F7 
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Childers, Don (Informant)  B8,F21-22 
Childers, Suzanne (Informant) B8,F21-22 
Choirs – Mt. Calvary Baptist Church – Owensboro  B3,F2 
Church choirs B3,F2,7; B8,F12 
Church buildings B2,F6-8; B3,F2,6-7; B4,F42; B5,F33 
Clapping songs B2,F1,5,7; B4,F13; B7,F5 
Clark, Helen, b. 1951 (Informant)   B4,F13 
Clark, Veronica “Vonnie,” b. 1984 (Informant) B2,F1,5,7; B4,F13; B7,F5 
Cleaning B1,F11; B4,F61; B6,F24 
Clinton – Relating to  B2,F5 
Clogging B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B3,F6; B4,F10,43,68; B5,F13,19; B6,F16; B8,F3 
Clos, Richard Wayne, 1931-2014 (Informant) B3,F10; B4,F21; B10,F16 
Cloverport – Relating to  B4,F7; B11,F10,12-14,16-17 
Cobb, Irvin Shrewsbury, 1876-1944 – Relating to  B2,F5; B5,F25; B6,F28 
Collectibles  B10,F9 
Columbus – Relating to B2,F2; B5,F7; B7,F31 
Columbus Belmont State Park – Columbus – Relating to  B2,F5-7 
Country music B10,F1 
Covington – Relating to  B1,F11; B6,F14; B9,F21; B10,F14-15 
Crawley, Louise (Informant) B2,F6 
Crittenden County – Relating to  B2,F2; B5,F10,47,57; B7,F26-29,35-36 
Cropenbaker, Rock, b, 1956 (Informant)  B3,F10; B4,F27; B9,F20 
Cropper, Dwight R. (Informant) B8,F23-24 
Cross, Oscar, b. 1906 (Informant)  B2,F2,5,8; B4,F23; B7,F32-34 
Crounse Corporation – Maysville   B8,F28 
Cummins, Timmy (Informant) B3,F10; B4,F24; B9,F23,26-27 
Cummins, Wanda (Informant) B3,F10; B4,F24; B9,F23 
Dams  B2,F5; B4,F9; B7,F14 
Dance  B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B3,F2,6,8; B4,F6,10,43,57,68; B5,F13,19; B6,F16; B8,F3,35;  
 B10,F1,29 
Daviess County – Relating to  B3,F14,16; B4,F20,25,34-36,38,40,45; B5,F; B9,F3-5,7,8, 
10-11,14,16 
Delta Queen (Steamboat)  B2,F5,6 
Dempsey, Beth C. (Interviewer) B1,F11; B2,F1,4-5; B4,F25,37; B5,F4,27,31;B7,F3-4,6-7 
Diamonds in the Rough – Clogging  B4,F68  
Dickson, Judy (Informant)  B8,F18 
Displaced Homemakers of Paducah – Paducah B2,F1,5; B4,F31; B7,F3-4,6-7 
Distilling, Illicit  B1,F11; B4,F37; B5,F33; B6,F5-7 
Dixie Chili – Relating to B5,F11 
Dodds, Sue, b. 1944 (Informant) B2,F1,4-6; B4,F26; B7,F2 
Dolls  B1,F11; B2,F1,4,6; B4,F27,67; B5,F2; B6,F25,33-36 
Duke, Andrew C. (Informant) B4,F28 
Dunbar, Lawrence (Informant) B11,F3 
Drake, Robert (Informant) B8,F28 
Drug abuse  B6,F1,3 
Duke, Andrew C. (Informant) B4,F32; B8,F14 
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Duke, Mary Louise “Hula” (Informant) B4,F29; B8,F15 
Dunning, Lerleen (Informant) B2,F6 
Eddyville – Relating to  B2,F1,4,6; B4,F27; B5,F33; B6,F33-36 
Edge, Nora (Informant) B3,F3; B11,F15 
Editors and editing  B2,F1; B4,F46; B7,F18 
Edwards, Deborah “Debbie,” b. 1957 (Informant)  B2,F2,5,8; B5,F 6; B7,F24-25 
Esche, James P. (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F30; B9,F10-11 
Evansville, Indiana – Relating to   B10,F33-34 
Falmouth – Relating to  B4,F29-30; B9,F23; B10,F2 
Farms and farming  B2,F2,4-5,8; B3,F2,4,6; B4,F38; B5,F16,20-21; B7,F19-22; B9,F16;  
 B11,F33 
Fender, Victor (Informant)  B3,F10; B4,F31; B10,F19-20  
Fender, Violet (Informant)  B3,F10; B4,F31; B10,F19-20  
Ferries – Tolu (Cave-In-Rock) – Relating to  B2,F5,8,9 
Festivals B1,F11; B2,F4,6-7; B4,F43,52,57-58; B5,F5,8,26-27; B6,F12-16,18; B8,F1-2; 
 B9, F3; B9,F26-27; B11,F25-26 
Finke, Bill (Informant) B3,F10; B10,F18 
Firearms  B3,F2 
Fireworks B2,F7 
First Baptist Church – Grahamville – Relating to  B2,F5 
Fish, Kristy (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F3; B5,F1; B6,F24 
Fishing B2,F2,8,9; B3,F2; B4,F21,52; B5,F23; B7,F28-29; B10,F16; B11,F13-14,F24 
Flatwoods – Relating to  B8,F35 
Floods  B4,F46,65 
Flowers B2,F2,5,8; B5,F52; B7,F30 
Foley, Ethel (Bolding) (Informant)  B4,F32,38; B8,F16 
Folk dancing  B1,F11; B2,F4; B4,F57B6,F14-15 
Folk music B4,F14; B6,F2 
Folk songs B4,F14,58; B5,F27; B6,F2 
Folklore B2,F2  
Foodways  B1,F11; B2,F1,4-6,8; B3,F2,12,13; B4,F20,42,69; B5,F8,11,14,33;  
B6,F30-32; B9,F2-4; B11,F5,7-9 
Forbess, Michael M. (Informant)  B4,F33; B8,F4-5 
Ford, Joseph M. “Joe” (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F34; B9,F1 
Foreman, Harl Turner, 1922-1984  (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F35; B9,F4 
Foster, Jack (Informant) B3,F14; B4,F36; B9,F6 
Foster, Joe (Informant) B3,F2 
Four Rivers Folk Festival (Land Between the Lakes) B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F43,52,57;  
 B5,F5,26; B6,F12-16,18 
Fraley, Annadeene (Informant) B8,F19-20 
Fraley, Jesse Presley “J. P.,” b. 1923 (Informant) B8,F19-20 
Froehlich Country Ham B9,F2 
Fullenwider, Paul (Informant) B3,F14; B4,F37; B9,F16 
Gantley, Joe (Informant) B4,F39; B8,F25 
Garrett, Scott “Scottie,” b. 1949 (Informant) B2,F1,5,8; B4,F40; B7,F18 
Garvin, Bert (Informant) B8,F35 
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Garvin, Betty (Informant) B8,F35   
Gates, Robert J. “Bob,” b. 1951  B3,F11,14; B5,F22  
Genealogy  B2,F1; B2,F2; B5,F21,29; B6,F12; B7,F15-16,19-23,30,35-36 
Germantown Fair Horse Show – Mason County B3,F7 
Ghost stories  B1,F11; B4,F18,49; B6,F6 
Goetta  B4,F69 
Goforth – Relating to  B4,F2,41; B5,F; B10,F1,21-23 
Gogel, Antoinette (Informant) B3,F3; B11,F9 
Gogel, Robert L. (Informant)  B3,F3; B11,F9 
Gospel Mission Baptist Church – Reidland  B1,F11; B2,F1,4,6; B4,F42; B5,F12,22,49;  
B6,F29-32 
Gospel music B1,F11; B8,F12,29,35 
Grace, Eleanor (Informant)  B1,F11; B4,F43; B6,F16 
Grace, Leela (Informant) B1,F11; B4,F43; B6,F16 
Grace, Paul (Informant) B4,F43 
Grace, Win (Informant) B2,F3; B4,F43 
Grand Rivers – Relating to  B2,F1,5,8; B5,F3; B7,F17 
Great Depression – Relating to  B5,F32 
Greenman, Ruth, b. 1912 (Informant) B2,F5,7; B4,F44; B7,F10 
Greenup – Relating to  B8,F29 
Green County – Relating to  B8,F31-32 
Gregory, Eli S. (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F50; B9,F15 
Gregory, Robert H. “Bob,” b. 1951 (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F46; B9,F14  
Griesheimer, Martha L. (Keiger) (Interviewer) B3,F4-8; B4,F9, 28-29,32-33,39,58,68;  
B5,F13,15,32; B8 
Grocery stores B2,F2,5,8 
Gruner, Alvin (Informant) B4,F46 
Gunboats B5,F14; B7,F8-9 
Guundhoefer, Velma (Informant)  B3,F3; B11,F 9 
Haint stories  B2,F4; B4,F18; B6,F6 
Haley, Bill (Informant) B3,F4 
Haley, George (Informant)  B3,F17 
Haley, James (Informant)  B3,F10; B4,F48; B9,F22 
Haley, Jeanne (Informant)  B3,F10; B4,F48; B9,F22 
Halliman, Melanie D., b. 1960 (Informant)  B2,F2,5,8; B5,F6; B7,F24-25 
Hallman, Martha (Fulks) (Informant) B1,F11; B4,F37; B6,F5 
Hams  B4,F20; B9,F2 
Hancock County – Relating to  B4,F36,38; B9,F6 
Hansen, Greg Alfred (Interviewer) B11,F24 
Hargis, Gary L. (Informant)  B3,F3 
Harnesses – Relating to  B4,F45; B8,F25 
Harris, Alice (Informant) B3,F14; B4,F49 
Harris, Jill (Informant) B3,F14; B4,F49 
Harris, Joy (Informant) B3,F14; B4,F49 
Hawesville – Relating to  B4,F36 
Hay, Mona R. (Informant)  B3,F14; B9,F9 
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Hebron Masonic Friday Jam – Hebron  B3,F10; B9,F24-25,28-31 
Hebron Masonic Lodge – Hebron – Relating to   B3,F10; B9,F24-25,28-31 
Hebron – Relating to  B9,F24-25,28-31 
Henderson – Relating to  B2,F7; B11,F25,32 
Henderson, Rose Pell (Informant)  B3,F14; B9,F12-13 
Henderson, Terry (Informant) B1,F11; B4,F42; B6,F29 
Herbs  B2,F5; B5,F29 
Hickey, James E. “Jim,” b. 1926 (Informant) B2,F1,5; B4,F51; B7,F12-13  
Hicks, Jack (Informant) B4,F22 
Historians  B1,F11; B2,F1-2; B4,F41,46,51,63; B5,F7,14,29,32; B7,F18; B8,F15;  
B9,F6,12-14 
Historic preservation B2,F2; B5,F9; B8,F15 
Holiday World – Santa Claus, Indiana – Relating to  B5,F33 
Home Remedy (band)  B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F52; B5,F51; B6,F13,17 
Homemakers  B4,F31; B7,F3-4,6-7 
Homeplace 1850s – Land Between the Lakes – Relating to  B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F43,52,57;  
 B5,F5,26; B6,F12-16,18 
Hord, Harry (Informant) B8,F26 
Horse racing  B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F7; B6,F22-23 
Horse training B5,F13; B8,F10-11 
Horsely, Albert Mildred, b. 1918 (Informant)  B3,F2; B4,F52; B11,F14,17 
Horses B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B3,F6-7; B4,F28; B5,F13; B6,F22-23; B8,F10-11,14,33  
Hurt, Ray (Informant) B3,F10; B4,F53; B10,F6-7 
Hutchins, Brad (Informant)  B3,F2-3; B11,F20-21 
Hutchins, Ken (Informant)  B3,F2-3; B11,F20-21 
Irvan, Sherri (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F4; B5,F1; B6,F24 
Jack tales  B1,F11; B4,F57; B6,F17 
Jackson, Euphama (Fulks), 1930-2018 (Informant) B1,F11; B4,F37; B6,F5 
Jackson, Marveline O. (Informant) B3,F1; B4,F54; B11,F4 
Jackson, Paul Laurence Dunbar M., b. 1909 (Informant) B3,F1; B4,F55; B11,F1-3 
Jacobs, Rudell, b. 1908 (Informant)  B2,F2,8; B5,F25; B7,F26 
Jaycees – Paducah  B1,F11; B5,F1; B6,F24 
Jewel, Sara (Informant)  B3,F2 
Jewelry B1,F11; B2,F1,4,6; B5,F2; B6,F25; B7,F2 
Jokes  B2,F1; B4,F56-57; B5,F5; B7,F1 
Johnson, Michael (Informant) B2,F4,6 
Jones, Carmella (Jones) Watts?, b. 1898 (Informant) B2,F1,6; B4,F56; B7,F1 
Jowaisas, Greg (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B3,F10; B4,F57; B6,F14-15,17; B9,F17-18  
Keller, Julietta (Informant)  B3,F3; B11,F9  
Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park – Gilbertsville – Relating to  B1,F11; B2,F4;  
 B4,F66; B6,F10-11 
Kentucky Derby – Parties   B4,F29; B8,F15 
Kentucky Heritage Council – Relating to  B11,F26 
Kentucky Historical Society B1,F11; B2,F4; B4,F66; B6,F10-11 
Kephart, Marie (Informant)  B3,F7; B8,F30 
Kinsey, Dorothy B1,F11; B2,F1-2 
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Knives B3,F2 
Lakin, Johnelle “Johnnie” (Informant) B4,F58; B8,F2 
Land Between the Lakes B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F18,37; B6,F5-7 
Lanham, Gene (Informant)  B3,F2 
Laur, Katie (Informant) B3,F10; B4,F59; B9,F32-33 
Leather – Relating to  B4,F39; B8,F25 
Legends B7,F31 
Leonard, Lexi (Informant)  B11,F24  
Lester, Katie (Informant) B3, F10; B4,F60; B10,F8 
Lewis County – Relating to  B8,F26,36 
Lewisport – Relating to  B3,F14; B4,F46; B9,F12-15 
Livingston County – Relating to   B5,F26; B7,F17 
Lone Oak First Baptist Church – McCracken County – Relating to   B2,F4 
Locks and dams B2,F1,5,7; B3,F6; B4,F9; B7,F14 
Log cabins B2,F2,8; B5,F29; B7,F30 
Loga, Katherine “Kate” (Informant)  B2,F3,5 
Longe, John (Informant) B3,F2 
Lough, Anne (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F52; B5,F51; B6,F13,17 
Louisville – Relating to  B3,F14 
Love, Beverly (Hines), b. 1942 (Informant)  B2,F2,5,8; B4,F61; B7,F35-36 
Love’s Fabrics – Paducah   B2,F2,5,8; B4,F61; B7,F35-36 
Loyd, Charles Edward, b. 1938 (Informant) B2,F4; B4,F62; B6,F26 
Lozier, John (Informant) B8,F31-32 
Lozier, Mary (Informant) B8,F31-32 
Lyon County – Relating to  B4,F27 
Magee’s Bakery – Maysville   B8,F18 
Magness, Barbara (Informant)  B2,F3; B6,F30-31 
Malicote, James (Informant) B4,F43 
Malicote, Marcie L. (Informant) B1,F11; B4,F43; B6,F16 (look in kencat and online) 
Manchester, Charles (Informant)  B2,F5 
Manchester, Lou Esther, b. 1907 (Informant) B2,F1,5,8; B4,F63; B7,F8-9 
Mariah Hill, Indiana – Relating to   B3,F2; B5,F59; B11,F7-9 
Marinas  B2,F6 
Marion – Relating to  B2,F2,5 
Market House Museum – Paducah – Relating to  B2,F5,6 
Mason County – Relating to  B3,F7; B4,F28; B5,F13; B8,F10-11,15-16,18,33 
Mason, Louis (Informant) B8,F33 
Massey, Cynthia (Informant) B2,F5,7 
Massey, Faye (Informant) B3,F10; B9,F21 
Matthews, Pauline Hines, b. 1923 (Informant)  B3,F2,4; B4,F64; B11,F18 
Mayslick Cannery and Quilts – Mayslick   B4,F14; B8,F8-9,13 
Maysville – Relating to  B3,F6-7; B4,F29,58; B5,F13,32; B8,F3,6-9,13-14,17-18,25,27-28,34 
Maysville Community Band – Maysville   B8,F34 
McCain, Evelyn (Informant) B3,F1,3; B10,F33-34 
McCarthy, Bob (Informant)  B3,F10; B4,F65; B10,F25-27 
McCracken County – Relating to  B2,F2,5; B4,F9,19,46,57,61; B5,F11; B6,F26-27;  
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B7,F12,14,18  
McCracken County Fair – Paducah – Relating to  B2,F4,6 
McNeely, Babs (Informant)  B2,F4 
McNeely, Clif (Informant) B2,F4 
McNulty, Sara Jane (Interviewer)  B3,F1-3; B4,F4,8,16-17,52,54-55,64; B5,F14,33s;  
B10,F33-34; B11,F1-23 
Meat preservation  B9,F2   
Melbourne – Relating to   B3,F10; B4,F22,31; B5,F30 
Metcalfe, Glenna (Interviewer) B3,F14; B4,F11,45; B9,F9, 14-15 
Miller, Charlene (Informant) B2,F6 
Miller, Velma (Informant) B2,F6 
Mingus, Robert (Informant) B4,F42; B11,F14 
Miniatures B5,F10; B10,F9 
Mitchell, Clements (Informant) B3,F2,4 
Mitchell, Evelyn (Informant) B2,F6 
Mofield, William Ray (Informant)  B1,F11; B2,F4; B4,F66; B6,F10 
Monkey’s Eyebrow – Relating to  B2,F5 
Moore, Clarence (Informant) B8,F34 
Mullikin, Carl (Informant)  B10,F28 
Murder B1,F11; B6,F8-9 
Murrah, Lou Ann, b. 1962 (Informant) B2,F1,6; B4,F67; B6,F35 
Muse, Brenda C. (Informant) B4,F68; B8,F3 
Musical instruments  B1,F11; B2,F4; B3,F2,4,6-8; B4,F57; B5,F5; B6,F17; B8,F23-24,35 
Mussels  B2,F1, F4-5,9; B3,F2; B4,F46,52; B5,F3; B7,F17; B11,F13,16, 20-21 
National Endowment for the Arts – Relating to  B11,F26 
Native Americans – Relating to  B2,F5,8; B3,F1 
Neel, Edwina (Informant)  B3,F3; B11,F15 
Newby Cemetery – Lyon County  B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B4,F18,37; B6,F5-7 
Newport – Relating to  B5,F11 
Newton, Emily (Informant) B4,F49 
Nichols, Dixie (Informant)  B1,F2; B4,F42; B6,F32 
Nies, Melanie (Harris) (Informant)  B3,F14; B4,F49 
Nortonville – Relating to  B2,F1; B4,F67; B6,F35 
O’Bryan, Gladys (Fulks) (Informant) B1,F11; B4,F37; B6,F5 
Occupational folklore B4,F33,39; B8,F4-5,21-25,27-28,33, B11,F16,23-24 
Oehler, Martha Finke (Informant)  B4,F69; B9,F34 
Ohio County  B4,F20 
Ohio River – Relating to  B2,F1,7; B3,F2; B4,F22,57; B5,F26,34; B7,F12-13,17;  
B9,F9,15,30-34; B11,F1-9,11-14,16, 24-25,31-32 
“Ohio River Always a River”  B10,F33-34; B11,F1-8, 10-14, 16-17 
Ohio River Folklife Festival  B11,F25,32 
Ohio River Portrait  B2,F8 
Ohio River Survey  B11,F27-31,32 
Ohio River Sweep  B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B5,F1; B6,F24  
Ohio River Swim – Paducah  B2,F5 
Old Hickory Bar-B-Que – Daviess County B3,F14,16; B4,F35; B9,F4 
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Oral histories  B4,F32,38; B5,F58; B8,F6-7,14,16,18-22,25-27,30,34 
Owensboro – Relating to  B3,F1,14,16; B3,F2; B4,F34-35,54-55; B5,F32; B9,F1,3-4;  
B11,F1-4,20-22,32 
Paducah – Relating to  B1,F11; B2,F1-8; B4,F3,7,23,25,40,44,51,56,61,63; B5,F1,6-7,25,27; 
B6,F12,19-32; B7,F1-4,6-7,10-14,18,24-25,32-36; B11,F26,32 
Paducah (Gunboat) – Relating to   B2,F5; B5,F14; B7,F8-9 
Paducah Community College – Paducah  B1,F11; B2,F1-2,5,7; B5,F7; B6,F19-21;  
B7,F6-7,31 
Paducah Summer Festival – Paducah   B2,F8 
Paducah Woman’s Club – Paducah – Relating to   B2,F1,5; B4,F63B7,F8-9 
Paris, Joy, b. 1926 (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B5,F2; B6,F25 
Parks, John (Informant) B2,F5,7 
Pennell, Kathy, b. 1955 (Informant)  B2,F1,6; B4,F27; B6,F34 
Phelps, Hester (Informant)  B3,F3; B11,F15 
Pollution B1,F11; B4,F61; B6,F24 
Popularity Showboat – Relating to  B2,F4,6 
Porcelain Doll Society – Eddyville  B4,F34; B6,F33-36 
Portland Museum – Louisville – Relating to  B3,F14 
Prescriptions and remedies B2,F2; B5,F20,43; B7,F23 
Publishing industry   B4,F46; B7,F18 
Puckett, Nancy M. (Informant)  B2,F1; B4,F25; B7,F6-7 
Puppet shows B2,F4; B6,F3 
Purcell, Glenda (Informant) B2,F9 
Purcell, Larry “Muskrat,” b. 1944 (Informant) B2,F1,4-5,8,9; B5,F3; B7,F17 
Quiltmakers   B1,F11;B2,F1-2,476; B3,F2,4,6-7; B4,F4,8-9,16-17,26,44,56,61,64; 
B5,F2,9,18,33; B6,F25; B7,F35-36;B8,F8-9,13; B9,F19; B10,F10; B11,F6-8,10-12,15, 
18-19 
Quilts and quilting B1,F11; B2,F1-2,4-8; B3,F2,4,6-7; B4,F4,8-9,16-17,26,44,56,61,64; 
B5,F2,9,18,33; B6,F25; B7,F35-36; B8,F8-9,13; B9,F19; B10,F10; B11,F6-8,10-12,15, 
18-19 
Race relations B2,F2; B4,F23; B5,F7; B7,F32-34   
Raes, Sharon, b. 1959 (Informant)  B2,F1,6; B4,F27; B6,F34 
Railroads B3,F1; B8,F21-22 
Rawlins, Sheila L., b. 1957 (Informant)  B5,F28 
Refuse disposal  B1,F11; B5,F1; B6,F24 
Reidland – Relating to  B1,F11; B2,F4-7; B4,F42,44; B5,F2; B6,F25,29-32  
Reisz, Al (Informant) B3,F17; B11,F33  
Religion B1,F11; B2,F1-2,4-5; B3,F6; B4,F23,24,42; B5,F12,32-33; B6,F29-31; B7,32-34;  
 B8,F12,26,29-30,36; B9,F3; B10,F14-15 
Restaurants  B3,F14,16; B4,F35; B5,F12,33; B9,F4  
Ricketts, Ray “Ramblin’ Ray” (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F4; B5,F5; B6,F17 
Riney, Betty (Reisz) (Informant)  B3,F3; B11,F22 
River boats  B2,F1,5,6; B3,F2,6 ; B4,F5,33,51; B5,F10,17; B7,F12-13; B10,F31-32 
River life B1,F11; B2,F1; B3,F6; B4,F5,33,51,54-55; B5,F1,3,6,10,17,20,23,25-26; B9,F9,  
 B11,F16 
River pilots B2,F1; B3,F6; B4,F5,33,51; B5,F10; B8,F4-5,27-28; B5,F17; B10,F31-32 
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River Wives Support Group – Paducah  B2,F2,5; B5,F6; B7,F24-25 
Robertson, John Edward Lever, b. 1928 (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F2,4,8; B5,F7; B6,F19-21;  
B7,F31 
Roby, Judy (Informant) B3,F14; B5,F8; B9,F3 
Rocks  B2,F1,5; B4,F3; B7,F11 
Rone, Mark (Informant) B3,F2 
Rope skipping rhymes B4,F13 
Ross Resorts – Melbourne – Relating to  B3,F10; B4,F22,31; B5,F30 
Royal Edition Clogging Team B4,F68; B8,F3 
Rueter, Gertrude (Informant) B3,F10; B5,F9; B9,F19 
Rueter, Ken (Informant) B5,F10; B10,F9 
Ruggles Meeting Camp – Lewis County  B3,F6-8; B8,F26,36 
Rutherford, Richard (Informant) B2,F5,7 
St. Mary of the Woods – Whitesville  B3,F2 
St. Mary of the Woods Quilters B3,F2 
St. Pius Tenth Parish – Owensboro  B3,F14; B5,F8; B9,F3 
Sanders, Don (Informant)  B5,F11 
Sarakantsakis, George (Informant) B5,F12; B10,F3 
Saunders, Don (Informant)  B3,F10; B10,F12-13,31-32 
Saw playing  B1,F11; B2,F4,6; B5,F51; B6,F17 
Schlosser, JoAnne (Interviewer)  B3,F10; B4,F60; B5,F9-10,18 
Smith, Kim Lady (Interviewer)  B3,F17 
Schools B4,F32; B8,F16 
Schumaker, Lenore (Informant) B5,F13; B8,F10-11 
Scuffletown Bottoms – Relating to  B3,F1,14; B4,F30; B5,F16; B9,F5,10-11,22,32 
Seeger, Mary (Informant) B2,F6 
Sewing – Relating to  B8,F30 
Shape note singing  B1,F11; B2,F4; B4,F66; B6,F10-11 
Shelton, John (Informant) B2,F5 
Shoe industry   B4,F45; B8,F25 
Simmons, Phyllis (Informant) B2,F5,7 
Simon Kenton Clogging Team B3,F6,8; B4,F68; B8,F3 
Sisley, Steve (Informant)  B5,F14; F10 F5 
Slaughtering and slaughterhouses  
Slone, Casandra (Interviewer) B4,F8,17; B11,F6,11,19  
Smith, Eddie (Informant) B3,F2 
Smithland Lock and Dam – Relating to   B2,F1,5,7; B4,F5; B7,F14 
Soap making  B4,F60 
Songs  B1,F11; B2,F1,4,7; B4,F14, 17-18,57-59,66; B5,F5,26; B6,F2,10-13; B7,F5,15-16;  
 B8,F29,34S 
South Portsmouth – Relating to  B8,F23-24,31-32 
Southern Harmony Quartet B6,F11 
Square dancing  B3,F2,6,8; B4,F6,41; B8,F35; B10,F1,29 
Stai, Sharon (Informant) B5,F15; B8,F1 
Stanley – Relating to  B4,F12; B11,F6   
Stanley, Nathaniel “Nat” (Informant) B3,F14; B5,F16; B9,F5 
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Stanley, Sarah (Informant)  B5,F16 
Stevenson, Thomas (Informant)  B3,F14; B5,F17; B9,F7,8 
Stories B1,F11; B2,F4,6,57; B5,F51; B6,F17 
Strode, Richard (Informant) B3,F2 
Strong, Gary, b. 1956 (Informant)   B4,F1 
Sutterwhite, Geneva (Informant)  B5,F18; B10,F10 
Sutton, Louis (Informant)  B3,F10; B5,F19; B10,F4-5,30 
Tarr, Dorothy (Informant) B2,F6 
Taylor, Shirley (Informant)  B3,F2 
Teegarden, Anna (Informant) B8,F17 
Terrell, Mary Lea (Myatt), b. 1919 (Informant) B2,F2,5,8; B5,F20, B7,F23 
Terrell, Patsy Ann (Informant)  B2,F2,8; B5,F21; B7,F19-22 
Thompson, Edison “Big Ed” – Relating to   B5,F22 
Thompson, Gene, b. 1929 (Informant) B4,F1 
Tilghman High School – Paducah  B2,F4,6; B5,F27; B6,F2-3 
Tinsley, Danny, b. 1946 (Informant) B2,F2,5,8,9; B5,F23; B7,F28-29 
Tinsley, Donna, b. 1946 (Informant)  B2,F2,5,8,9; B5,F23; B7,F28-29 
Tobacco farming  B2,F2,5,8; B3,F6,8; B4,F38; B5,F20-21; B7,F19-23; B8,F33; B9,F16 
Todd, Eldo, b. 1913 (Informant) B2,F2,5,8; B5,F25; B7,F26 
Todd, Keith, b. 1952 (Informant) B5,F24; B6,F28 
Tollesboro – Relating to  B8,F26,36 
Tolu – Relating to  B2,F2,5,8,9; B5,F23-25; B6,F28; B7,F26-29 
Tolu Grocery Store – Relating to   B2,F2,5,8; B5,F25; B7,F26-27 
Tourism B4,F29,66; B8,F15 
Towboats  B2,F7; B3,F6; B5,F17; B8,F27-28; B9,F7,8 
Traditional folklife B8,F31-32 
Traditional music B8,F19-20,35 
Traditions  B8,F18 
Travis, Linda, b. 1957 (Informant)  B2,F1; B4,F25; B7,F6-7 
Tuggle, Debbie B3,F18 
Turner, Mackie, b. 1943 (Informant) B4,F1 
Turner Publishing Company – Paducah – Relating to   B2,F1; B4,F40; B7,F18 
Turner, Rory (Interviewer)  B3,F10-13; B4,F2,6,10,21-22,24,31,41,48,53,57,59,65,69;  
B5,F11-12,19,30; B9,F17-32 
Turtles B3,F2,4; B5,F14,59; B11,F5,7-9 
Union Star – Relating to  B5,F15; B11,F18 
Vannerson, Evelyn (Informant) B2,F6 
Vaughn, George (Informant) B8,F12 
Vaughn, Ramona “Mona,” b. 1962 (Informant)  B4,F42; B6,F30-31 
Walker, Larry (Informant)  B2,F5 
Wenzel, Bertha W., b. 1923 (Informant) B1,F11; B2,F1,4-6; B5,F26; B6,F12; B7,F15-16 
West Louisville – Relating to  B4,F22; B11,F11 
West Paducah – Relating to  B1,F11; B2,F4,6,7; B4,F18; B6,F8-9; B7,F5 
Western Baptist Hospital – Paducah  B2,F4,6; B5,F27; B6,F1-3 
Westphal, Ronald M. “Ron” (Informant)  B4,F57; B5,F28; B6,F17 
Wheeler, Barbara (King), b. 1931 (Informant) B2,F2,5,8; B5,F29; B7,F30 
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Wheeler, Mary – Relating to  B2,F1; B5,F50; B7,F15-16 
Whitesville – Relating to   B3,F2; B11,F15,19 
Wickliffe Mounds – Ballard County – Relating to  B2,F5,8 
Wilson, Geneva, b. 1929 (Informant) B2,F1,4,6; B4,F27; B5,F33; B6,F33-36 
Wilson, Roger (Informant)   B3, F10; B5,F30; B10,F11 
Wood, Marcella “Marcy,” b. 1955 (Informant) B5,F31 
Wood carving  B2,F4,5; B11,F25 
Woodford, Carmon, b. 1952 (Informant) B2,F1,6; B4,F27; B6,F34 
Woodlane Stables – Maysville  B5,F13 
Woods, Joyce (Informant)  B8,F29 
Woodwork B2,F4,5; B8,F23-24 
World War II, 1939-1945 B8,F21-22 
Wright, Mary (Informant) B2,F8 
Wright, Noble, b. 1916 (Informant) B2,F2,8; B5,F25; B7,F27 
Xeroxlore B2,F5 
Yankees (baseball team)  B5,F11; B6,F26 
Yates, Henrietta (Informant) B5,F32; B8,F6-7 
Yellig, Isabelle “Belle” (Informant)  B5,F33; B11,F7-8 
 
 
SEE and SEE ALSO 
 
Cave-in-Rock ferry 
 See: 
     Tolu (Cave-in-Rock)  
 
Commercial fishing 
 See: 
    Fishing 
 
MacCain, Evelyn 
 See: 
    McCain, Evelyn 
 
Santa Claus, Indiana 
 See: 
    Holiday World – Santa Claus, Indiana 
 
 
Smith/Jeffrey   10/22/2018 
 
